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ABSTRACT
Content aggregation is used to build administration consoles. Preferred embodiments enable providing a solution-based approach to information technology ("IT") administration, whereby content can be flexibly arranged to provide a content view that is adapted for the IT solution deployed in a particular IT environment. In preferred embodiments, portal technology is used for the aggregation framework, and portlets are used for creating content. Alternatively, other approaches such as struts and tiles may be used. Preferred embodiments deploy an administration console as a Web-accessible application, and this console consolidates the administration interfaces for an arbitrary set of management operations, including administration of an arbitrary collection of hardware and/or software resources. Roles/permissions may be used when rendering content for the console, thereby customizing a view to individual end users (or user groups).
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Fig. 5A

```xml
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<component xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
  xsi:noNamespaceSchemaLocation="isc.xsd"
  uid="com.ibm.isc.samples.layout.ISCRowsColumns"
  version="5.0"
  suiteID="com.ibm.isc.samples.suite"
  suiteVersion="5.0.2">
  <component-title>
    <title locale="en">Layout Pages</title>
  </component-title>
  <suite-title>
    <title locale="en">Console Samples, Version 1</title>
  </suite-title>

  <content-hierarchy>
    <content-type name="workItemPage" supported-markup="html">
      <org-node uid="com.ibm.isc.samplesNode">
        <title locale="en">Samples</title>
        <org-node uid="com.ibm.isc.samplesNode.RowAndColumn">
          <title locale="en">Row and Column Layouts</title>
          <page uid="com.ibm.isc.samples.layout.row.pg">
            <title locale="en">One Row</title>
            <!-- This page layout has a single row. -->
            <row>
              <portlet ref="com.ibm.isc.samples.layout.A_Portlet"/>
            </row>
          </page-layout>
        </org-node>
      </org-node>
    </content-type>
  </content-hierarchy>
</component>
```
FIG. 5B

```html
<page uid="com.ibm.isc.samples.layout.column_pg">
<title locale="en">One Column</title>
<!--
<!-- This page layout has a single column. -->
<!--
<!-- | | -->
<!-- | A | -->
<!-- | | -->
<!-- | | -->
</column>
</page-layout>
</page>

<page uid="com.ibm.isc.samples.layout.2rows_pg">
<title locale="en">Two Rows</title>
<!--
<!-- This page layout has two rows. -->
<!--
<!-- | A | -->
<!-- | | -->
<!-- | B | -->
<!-- | | -->
</row>
</column>
</page-layout>
</page>
```
FIG. 5C

```
<title locale="en">Two Columns</title>
<!--
<!-- This page layout has two columns.  
<!--   
<!--     |   |
<!--     | A | B |
<!--     |   |   |
<!--   
<!--

<page-layout>
  <row>
    <column width="30%">
      <portlet ref="com.ibm.isc.samples.layout.A_Portlet"/>
    </column>
  </row>
  <row>
    <column width="70%">
      <portlet ref="com.ibm.isc.samples.layout.B_Portlet"/>
    </column>
  </row>
</page-layout>
```
FIG. 5D

<page uid="com.ibm.isc.samples.layout.row2cols_pg">
<title locale="en">Row and Two Columns</title>
</page>

<!-- This page layout has two rows, with two columns in the second row. -->

<!--
<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<page-layout>
<column>
<row>
<portlet
ref="com.ibm.isc.samples.layout.A_Portlet"/>
</row>
<row>
<portlet
ref="com.ibm.isc.samples.layout.B_Portlet"/>
</column>
<column>
<portlet
ref="com.ibm.isc.samples.layout.C_Portlet"/>
</column>
</row>
</page-layout>
FIG. 5E

```xml
<page uid="com.ibm.isc.samples.layout.2colsrow_pg">
  <title locale="en">Two Columns and Row</title>
  <!-- This page layout has two rows, with two columns in the first row. -->
  <!-- -->(Page layout)
  <column>
    <row>
      <column>
        <portlet ref="com.ibm.isc.samples.layout.A_Portlet"/>
      </column>
      <portlet ref="com.ibm.isc.samples.layout.B_Portlet"/>
    </column>
    <portlet ref="com.ibm.isc.samples.layout.C_Portlet"/>
  </row>
</page-layout>
</page>
```
FIG. 5F

```xml
<page uid="com.ibm.isc.samples.layout.col2rows_pg">
  <title locale="en">Column and Two Rows</title>
  <!-- This page layout has two columns, with two rows in column two. -->
  <!-- |   |   |
       | A |
       | C |
       |   |
  -->
  <page-layout>
    <row>
      <column>
        <portlet ref="com.ibm.isc.samples.layout.A_Portal"/>
      </column>
    </row>
    <row>
      <portlet ref="com.ibm.isc.samples.layout.B_Portal"/>
    </row>
    <row>
      <portlet ref="com.ibm.isc.samples.layout.C_Portal"/>
    </row>
  </page-layout>
</page>
```
FIG. 5G

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Two Rows and Column

This page layout has two columns, with two rows in column one.
Two Columns with Rows

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Column 1</th>
<th>Column 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FIG. 5I

```
<page uid="com.ibm.isc.samples.layout.2rowsw2cols_pg">
<title locale="en">Two Rows with Columns</title>
<!-- This page layout has two rows. Each row contains two columns. -->
<!-- | A | B |
<!-- | C | D |
<page-layout>
  <column>
    <row>
      <column>
        <portlet ref="com.ibm.isc.samples.layout.A_Portal"/>
      </column>
    </row>
    <row>
      <column>
        <portlet ref="com.ibm.isc.samples.layout.B_Portal"/>
      </column>
    </row>
  </column>
  <column>
    <row>
      <column>
        <portlet ref="com.ibm.isc.samples.layout.C_Portal"/>
      </column>
    </row>
    <row>
      <column>
        <portlet ref="com.ibm.isc.samples.layout.D_Portal"/>
      </column>
    </row>
  </column>
</page-layout>
</page>
</org-node>
</org-node>
</content-type>
</content-hierarchy>
</component>
```
<page uid="com.ibm.isc.samples.layout.2colsw2rows_pg">
<title locale="en">Two Columns with Rows</title>
<!--
<!-- This page layout has two columns. Each column contains two rows. -->
<!--
| A | C |
|___|___|
| B | D |
|___|___|
<!--
<page-layout>
<row>
  <column>
    <row>
      <portlet
        ref="com.ibm.isc.samples.layout.A_Portlet"/>
    </row>
    <row>
      <portlet
        ref="com.ibm.isc.samples.layout.B_Portlet"/>
    </row>
  </column>
  <column>
    <row>
      <portlet
        ref="com.ibm.isc.samples.layout.C_Portlet"/>
    </row>
    <row>
      <portlet
        ref="com.ibm.isc.samples.layout.Graphical_Portlet"/>
    </row>
  </column>
  <row>
    <column>
      <row>
        <portlet
          ref="com.ibm.isc.samples.layout.A_Portlet"/>
      </row>
      <row>
        <portlet
          ref="com.ibm.isc.samples.layout.B_Portlet"/>
      </row>
    </column>
    <column>
      <row>
        <portlet
          ref="com.ibm.isc.samples.layout.C_Portlet"/>
      </row>
      <row>
        <portlet
          ref="com.ibm.isc.samples.layout.Graphical_Portlet"/>
      </row>
    </column>
  </row>
</page-layout>
</page>
Welcome. Please enter your information.

User ID: admin

Password: ********

Login

Please note: After some time of inactivity, the system will log you out automatically and ask you to log in again.
Integrated Solutions Console provides a common administration console for multiple products.

Click here for more information on the integrated Solutions Console and the installed components.
Log Settings

beths.raleigh.ibm.com - IBM HTTP Server 1.3.26
Browse directories using the tree on the left. For each selected directory, the table on the right will contain a list of available files.

- Select Action ▼ Go

Select Filename
- admin_access.log
- admin_error.log
- access.log
- error.log
- Warnings.31Oct2003
- Warnings.1Nov2003

IBM HTTP Server 1.3.26
- c:/program_files.ibm_http_server
  - logs
  - traces

OK Cancel

Page 1 of 2
Integrated Solutions Console - Microsoft Internet Explorer

File  Edit  View  Address  http://beths.raleigh.ibm.com:8421/ibm/defaultconsole/lut/p/.scr/Login

Search Web  Options

Welcome, admin!
Integrated Solutions Console

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Work Items</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Settings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>View</td>
<td>No group filter</td>
<td>▼</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Welcome</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Databases</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Servers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Applications</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Troubleshooting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Welcome

Integrated Solutions Console provides a common administration console for multiple products.

Click [here](#) for more information on the integrated Solutions Console and the installed components.
FIG. 15

1500

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Work Items</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Settings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>View</td>
<td>No group filter ▼</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welcome</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Databases</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Details</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backup</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test Connections</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Servers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applications</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Welcome

Integrated Solutions Console provides a common administration console for multiple products.

Click [here](#) for more information on the integrated Solutions Console and the installed components.
FIG. 19A

1900 Initialize console module

1905 Any new portlets for console module?
- Yes
  - 1910 Add portlets to console module
  - 1915 Get desired list of pages
  - 1920 Get first page to be added
  - 1925 Create page definition
- No
  - A

1902

B
FIG. 19B

B

1930
Get list of portlets on page

1935
Add portlet to page definition in console module XML

1940
Add row/column or other layout data to portlet information

1945
At end of portlet list?

No

Yes

1950
Add help information for page to console module

1955
Get next page to be added

1960
At end? No

A

1965
Yes

1970
Package console module in one file

Return
Perform other install steps

Is console framework installed already?

Yes

Install console framework

Deploy console module to console

No

More console modules?

Yes

Continue with install

No
FIG. 21

2100 Parse XML to get list of pages, associated navigation entries, and access rights

2105 Get page and navigation entry descriptions

2110 Insert page info in page repository with layout info; insert list of portlets in portlet repository

2115 Add navigation element to navigation list

2120 Add access rights information to authorization data

2125 At end?

2130 Return
FIG. 22

2200 Receive request for console log-on

2205 Present log-on page

2210 Get user ID, password

2215 OK?

Yes

2220 Determine available tasks

2225 Present available tasks in navigation pane

See FIG. 23

2230 Receive task selection

2235 Invoke selected task

See FIG. 24

2240 Update aggregated view as necessary

2245 Done?

No

2250 Yes

End
FIG. 23

2300
Get list of tasks (pages) plugged into console

2305
Get next task

2310
At end?

Yes
No

2315
User allowed to do task?

Yes
No

2320
Task attributes match filters?

Yes
No

Add task to navigation tree

2330
Render navigation pane

2335
Return
FIG. 24

2400 Get ID of selected task

2405 Get associated page definition

2410 Get list of portlets and layout details from page definition

2415 Construct basic layout of page according to layout instructions

2420 Invoke portlets in order to fill in layout slots

See FIG. 25
FIG. 25

2500 Get first portlet

2505 Portlet available?
   No

2510 Yes
   Invoke portlet

2515 Insert portlet content into current slot

2520 Get next portlet

2525 No
   At end?
   Yes

2530 Render aggregate view

2535 Return to caller
FIG. 26A

<!-- Defines content for a navigation pane, defines access rights, sets filtering criteria keywords. -->
<content-hierarchy>
  <content-type name="workItemPage" supported-markup="html">
    <org-node uid="com.ibm.superprod.security.lan.licensenode">
      <title locale="isckey">view</title>
      <access-control>
        <role permit="Administrator" />
      </access-control>
    </org-node>
    <page uid="com.ibm.superprod.security.lan.LicensePage" keyword="security">
      <title locale="isckey">license</title>
      <page-layout>
        <row>
          <portlet ref="local_LicensePortlet"/>
        </row>
      </page-layout>
    </page>
  </org-node>
</content-type>
</content-hierarchy>
FIG. 27

2700

view license admin_assets inventory userid address location users
US 8,140,976 B2

1. USING CONTENT AGGREGATION TO BUILD ADMINISTRATION CONSOLES

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

The present invention is related to the inventions disclosed in the following commonly-assigned U.S. patent applications: Ser. No. 10/795,007, entitled "Federating Legacy/Remote Content into a Central Network Console", which was filed on Mar. 5, 2004 (now U.S. Pat. No. 7,444,633); and Ser. No. 10/754,375, entitled "Dynamic Composition of Help Information for an Aggregation of Applications", which was filed on Jan. 9, 2004 (now U.S. Pat. No. 7,890,864). The disclosures in these commonly-assigned patents are hereby incorporated herein by reference as if set forth fully.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

The present invention relates to computing systems, and deals more particularly with techniques for leveraging content aggregation techniques and frameworks (such as Web portals) for creating and deploying administration consoles, where those consoles may be used (for example) with operations such as resource configuration and systems management.

2. Description of the Related Art

Computer software and hardware systems are often configured, monitored, and managed by one or more administrators using graphical user interfaces called "consoles". Often, each system component within an information technology ("IT") environment has its own independently-developed console for carrying out these operations. Even a relatively small business can require a number of different computer-based products (including hardware components and/or software components) for its business solution, and a large business or other enterprise may have a very large number of such products in its IT environment. As a result, an administrator working in the IT environment may be faced with a large number of different consoles, each of which may potentially have different behavior and/or presentation conventions.

Requiring an administrator to learn how to use multiple different consoles is time-consuming and therefore costly. Requiring an administrator to work with multiple different consoles is also inefficient and creates an error-prone situation. For example, the administrator may require extra time for locating a desired function when changing among consoles having different presentation characteristics, and may make errors when he or she forgets the various behavioral differences among the consoles (such as the severity of a problem being depicted through a different set of colors on different consoles). Creating and maintaining a variety of product-specific consoles is also inefficient and costly for product development organizations.

Prior art consoles also suffer from other problems. In many cases, a console is installed on, and operates on, the same physical device as the product that it manages. (For example, a console that provides operations for managing a server application may be installed on the device running the server software.) In other cases, a console is installed on the workstation of every administrator needing access to the console. Both of these approaches are referred to herein as an "installed console" scenario. An enterprise can easily grow to have tens of thousands of these installed, and—even though the various instances of the installed console do not have different behavior and presentation conventions—the administrator must perform a series of mostly-redundant operations to upgrade each of the consoles when the corresponding product has to be upgraded and maintained.

Another problem with many existing consoles is that the presentation of administration functions is typically aligned with the structure of the products comprising the business solution, rather than being designed to provide a solution to an administrator's task at hand. When an administration console has been designed to administer a collection of products but a particular IT environment does not install all of those products, it may be a difficult or time-consuming task to modify the console to address only the appropriate subset of products; in other cases, such modifications may not be possible, leaving the administrator to use a console that reflects uninstalled products.

Prior art consoles also require significant duplicated effort for performing a particular action multiple times, which is burdensome and inefficient for administrators. For example, if an administrator needs to start or stop several servers, prior art consoles require the start or stop action to be carried out separately for each such server. When products from different vendors or products using different operating systems are present in an IT environment, then it often happens that the command syntax for carrying out an operation varies among the products. This can be confusing, error-prone, and inefficient for administrators.

 Accordingly, what is needed are improvements to administration consoles.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

An object of the present invention is to provide improvements for administration consoles.

Another object of the present invention is to provide techniques for leveraging content aggregation frameworks in administration consoles.

Another object of the present invention is to provide a Web-accessible console that consolidates the administration interfaces for an arbitrary collection of hardware and/or software resources.

Still another object of the present invention is to provide a console that is flexibly updatable by its user(s).

Yet another object of the present invention is to provide a console that enables an operation to be applied to multiple targets (where those targets may, in some cases, use differing functional interfaces).

Other objects and advantages of the present invention will be set forth in part in the description and in the drawings which follow and, in part, will be obvious from the description or may be learned by practice of the invention.

To achieve the foregoing objects, and in accordance with the purpose of the invention as broadly described herein, the present invention may be deployed as methods, systems, and/or computer program products embodied on one or more computer-readable media. In one aspect, the present invention provides content aggregation techniques for a console, comprising: defining one or more views that are renderable on the console, wherein a definition of each view specifies one or more content-creating software entities that can be invoked to create content to be rendered in the view; rendering one of the defined views, wherein a selectable representation (such as a hyperlink containing a name or other identifying information, an icon, etc.) is also rendered for at least one of the invocable software entities specified in the definition for the rendered view; invoking a particular one of the invocable software
entities, responsive to selection of the selectable representation thereof, and rendering, on the console, content created by the invoked software entity.

The invoking may further comprise invoking a plurality of the invocable software entities, and the rendering may further comprise rendering content created by more than one of the invoked software entities (e.g., responsive to invoking a selectable representation of a different view). Each of the definitions is preferably specified using a markup language document, such as a markup language document encoded in Extensible Markup Language notation.

The view may be designed as a page. Each view definition may further comprise information to be used when creating the selectable representations of the invocable software entities and/or views. The selectable representation may be rendered in a navigation pane of the console, and this navigation pane may be dynamically built.

Optionally, at least one of the definitions may further comprise an identification of one or more authorized users of one or more of the invocable software entities specified in that definition. In this case, the selectable representation may be suppressed for each invocable software entity for which a current user of the console is not one of the identified authorized users. Authorized users may additionally, or alternatively, be specified for one or more of the defined views, and the selectable representation may be suppressed if the current user is not an authorized user for the view. In other approaches, the selectable representation may be suppressed for each invocable software entity for which an implementation is not available and/or a selectable representation of each view for which no invocable software entity implementation is available may be suppressed.

Optionally, at least one of the definitions may further comprise filtering criteria associated with one or more of the invocable software entities. In this case, the selectable representation may be suppressed for each invocable software entity for which the filtering criteria do not match currently-active filtering preferences. The currently-active filtering preferences may be preferences of a current user of the console.

In one approach, an aggregation framework is used for the console. This aggregation framework may be a portal, and the invocable software entities may be portlets.

A new renderable view may be defined that specifies one or more of the content-creating software entities specified in one or more previously-defined views, where the new view enables content created by those content-creating software entities to be rendered in an alternative arrangement. The manner in which content in a previously-defined view will be rendered may be changed by altering the specification of the content-creating software entities in the previously-defined view. Additional content may be programmatically added to a previously-defined view, responsive to installation of a resource to be managed from the console, without requiring human interaction to cause the addition. Similarly, previously-defined content may be programmatically removed from a previously-defined view, responsive to uninstalling a resource to be managed from the console, without requiring human interaction to cause the removal.

In another aspect, the present invention provides techniques for providing a console for a user, further comprising: specifying a definition for each of a plurality of pages, wherein each definition identifies at least one invocable software entity for each page; rendering one of the pages on the console for the user, using page layout information specified in the definition for the rendered page; selecting, by the user from the rendered page, a plurality of the invocable software entities, using a selectable representation thereof that is rendered on the console; invoking the selected software entities; aggregating content resulting from the invoking step into an aggregated view, according to the page layout information specified in the definition for the rendered page; and rendering the aggregated view on the console. A plurality of invocable software entities may be selected, for example, using a selectable representation that applies to multiple resources, and a task may be invoked against the multiple resources. At least two of the resources against which the task is invoked may be different from one another, in some cases, and this difference is transparent to the user during the invocation.

The present invention will now be described with reference to the following drawings, in which like reference numbers denote the same element throughout.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 illustrates a complex heterogeneous IT environment of the type that may need to be administered;

FIG. 2 depicts, in an abstract manner, the approach used in preferred embodiments to provide an administration console that offers users a single point of access;

FIG. 3 illustrates an architecture comprising a console framework and a set of console modules that plug into the framework to provide a console with specific administrative capabilities, according to preferred embodiments;

FIGS. 4, 6, and 7 illustrate several examples of administration consoles having aggregated content views, according to techniques of the present invention;

FIG. 5 (comprising FIGS. 5A-5I) illustrates how a markup language document may be used for specifying an easily-modifiable layout of aggregated content that is provided according to preferred embodiments, and

FIG. 8 illustrates one such modification; and

FIGS. 9-10 depicts sample views that may be provided during log-on to a console;

FIGS. 11-13 depict sample views that may be provided as an administrator interacts with a troubleshooting task, and illustrate use of multiple portlets, potentially developed for different resources and/or by different product development teams, within a view;

FIG. 14 provides a sample view showing how roles or permissions may be used to customize views;

FIGS. 15-16 provide sample views showing how a single action may be requested for heterogeneous resources, and how multiple portlets can be represented within a single view;

FIGS. 17-18 provide an example showing how the flexible configurability of embodiments of the present invention allows advantageous customization;

FIGS. 19-25 provide flowcharts depicting logic that may be used when implementing preferred embodiments of the present invention;

FIG. 26 (comprising FIGS. 26A-26C) provides a sample markup language document in which navigation elements, access rights information, and filtering criteria keywords are specified; and

FIG. 27 depicts a sample navigation pane constructed using information from the sample document in FIG. 26.

DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

The present invention provides techniques for using content aggregation to build administration consoles. The resulting consoles may be used advantageously in many ways, several of which will be described herein by way of illustra-
tion. For example, administration consoles may be used for system set-up operations, resource configuration, run-time monitoring, and/or systems management.

Preferred embodiments are described herein with reference to using Web portals as the content aggregation framework, and using software entities known as portals for creating content that is to be rendered in the console. It should be noted, however, that references herein to using portals or portlets are by way of illustration and not of limitation. Alternatively, a different framework and/or different types of content-creating software entities may be used, without deviating from the scope of the present invention. As one example, a “struts and tiles” approach may be used to provide the framework and the content. (Struts is a framework for building Java® Web applications, and was created as part of the Apache Jakarta Project that is sponsored by the Apache Software Foundation. Refer to the Apache Web site or publications for more information. “Java” is a registered trademark of Sun Microsystems, Inc. in the United States, other countries, or both.)

The term “console module” is used herein to refer to a unit of function deployed within a console. According to preferred embodiments, each console module comprises all elements required to add the new function, including portlets, page definitions, navigation elements, and help information that corresponds to the page and its elements. One or more console modules may be used for administering a particular resource or combination of resources. Preferred embodiments are therefore described herein with reference to portlets as the units that are aggregated into a view, and console modules as the units that are separately plugged into the console. Console modules may contain zero or more portlets, page layout definitions, which are preferably created using a markup language such as the Extensible Markup Language, or “XML” (with filters, access control information, and so forth, as discussed below) and associated help information, and other resources like widget libraries or images. Console modules can be added to or taken away from the console, and portlets can be added to or taken away from an aggregated view.

A variety of operations may be performed on the consoles of the present invention. Terms such as “management operations”, “systems management operations”, or “administrative functions” are used herein, for ease of reference, although these terms are not meant to limit the scope of the present invention.

FIG. 1 illustrates, by way of example, a complex heterogeneous IT environment 100 of the type that may be deployed within a complex enterprise. As shown herein, a number of different types of end user devices 105 (referred to generally herein as workstations) may be used as access points in environment 100, and the communication path into network 150 in this environment typically encounters an Internet firewall 110, a load balancer 115, and a caching system 120. A Domain Name System (“DNS”) server 125 may be encountered to resolve the address of a Web server 130, which is separated from a Web application server 140 and data server 145 using a second Internet firewall 135. As noted in FIG. 1, this IT environment 100 may include dozens of systems and applications and hundreds of resources, and thousands of tuning parameters may be defined; a complex IT environment might even contain millions of system and application resources. A console according to embodiments of the present invention may be used advantageously when administering a complex environment such as that depicted: both the number and the nature of the managed resources are extensible in an indefinitely large number of combinations. (Embodiments of the present invention may also be used advantageously in less complex environments, as will be obvious.)

Embodiments of the present invention enable reducing the time required for administrators to learn and to use the console, and improve the accuracy of management operations, as administrators benefit from a consistent console “look and feel”. By leveraging industry-standard technologies, as disclosed herein, the cost of developing and maintaining consoles for IT resources is reduced, and the time-to-market for new IT products can therefore be shortened since standard development tools can be used create and maintain console modules and personnel with appropriate skills are easier to find. Furthermore, use of standards-based interfaces enables developers from numerous companies to contribute content that can be used in the console, and this content can be developed using standard Web application development tools.

When using preferred embodiments of the present invention, console content is determined by the products that are installed with the console (either locally or in the network). The present invention also enables consoles to be arranged such that the presentation of administrative functions is aligned with the solutions and processes set up by the IT organization (or other enterprise, equivalently) where the console will be deployed. This is in contrast to prior art approaches where the console matches the structure of the products that comprise the solution. These prior art approaches are typically designed using a “one size fits all” approach, and may be difficult to modify when an enterprise does not deploy the full set of products or intend to realize the full set of function addressed on the prior art console. Using the present invention, however, a particular enterprise can change its installed product set, and therefore the mix of products being managed, and embodiments of the present invention allow the console in use for managing these products to adapt transparently to the change without requiring any user action beyond installing or uninstalling products: when a particular product is installed, its console modules are programmatically plugged in, or added, to the console, and when a product is uninstalled, its console modules are programmatically removed from the console. The administrator is not required to perform configuration work to cause these console modules to be added or removed.

Default content arrangements may be provided with embodiments of the present invention, where these default arrangements may serve as a starting point for customization, e.g., by system integrators. System integrators may specify customizations that arrange portlet content to match business processes or, equivalently, to match other design objectives such as an organization’s administrative structure. Suppose, for example, that a particular administrator within an organization is responsible for ensuring that everything runs smoothly during the organization’s bi-weekly payroll processing. A system integrator may therefore arrange content within a portal page to include a monitoring portlet for every system resource that is used in the payroll process, enabling the administrator to determine with a quick glance whether everything is running smoothly. Thus, the page layout is designed in terms of the smooth running of the payroll process, not in terms of the set of products that happen to be installed in this organization. (Note that this customization of page layout occurs at design time, in preferred embodiments, when the XML syntax for a page definition is created. Refer to the discussion of FIG. 21, below, for more information about how a page definition that identifies a plurality of portlets may be processed when a console module is being employed.)
A system integrator might arrange content views of interest to one IT environment’s administrators in one way, while the views created for another IT environment’s administrators might group the content in other ways. And, content views defined for a particular IT environment can be easily changed, if desired, using techniques of the present invention.

Embodiments of the present invention also preferably enable system administrators to individually customize their consoles. An administrator might choose to display a high-way-traffic-reporting portlet on the page that provides views of other tasks this administrator performs just before leaving work for the day, for example. Many other types of administrator-specific customizations might also be performed. Usability is therefore greatly improved, as contrasted to prior art fixed-format consoles. Preferably, customizations performed by individual administrators use page-modifying portlets provided through standard portlet user interfaces of the prior art. (Note that techniques disclosed herein are not limited to use by end users who have particular job titles such as system administrators. Thus, references herein to various job titles are by way of example.)

Using techniques disclosed herein, reductions may be realized in the time required for an administrator to perform an action on several different instances of the same or similar resource. As one example, multiple servers may be started or stopped with a single action (or action sequence). This is true even though some of the servers might have a different mechanism for starting or stopping, as compared to others of those servers: rather than requiring the administrator to learn each different server-specific approach, embodiments of the present invention provide a consistent approach for the administrator and transparently resolve the individual differences. For example, an administrator may select a set of servers and execute a particular operation on all of them, without needing to know that they may be different types of servers with different administrative interfaces. This means that different products can share the same portlets for similar purposes or even use the same portlet to manage their combined set of similar resources. Similarly, the administrator’s interactions with resources other than servers can be uniform when using embodiments of the present invention. As another example, resources that log information during execution may use different types of storage repositories (such as a directory database, relational database, conventional flat files, and so forth), and embodiments of the present invention enable the administrator to have a consistent point of access into the stored information without having to adapt his or her interactions to the nuances of each type of repository.

As a result of these and other advantages provided by embodiments of the present invention, the overall cost of ownership of IT resources (including systems and networks) may be reduced.

Preferred embodiments of the present invention build a console as a network-accessible application (referred to equivalently hereinafter as a “Web-based” application) that leverages a content aggregation technology (such as portal aggregation). This Web-based approach provides significant advantages over prior art consoles that are installed directly on an administrator’s workstation or on the product to be managed. Now, rather than requiring deployment of numerous instances of the console in a number of different locations, techniques of the present invention allow accessing a centralized, remotely-operating (i.e., network-accessible) console application. Furthermore, this access may be made using general-purpose software, such as a browser, that is already resident on the administrator’s workstation. This greatly reduces the cost of deployment and maintenance for an enterprise.

FIG. 2 illustrates abstractly how an integrated console 200, as disclosed herein, provides a common look and feel when administering resources. A number of graphical elements, such as views, controls, and so forth (shown generally at 240 in FIG. 2), can be shared in this process. Common services such as navigation panes, status areas, and user assistance (which may be provided using common, shareable portlets) can be shared among multiple integrated console modules when using embodiments of the present invention. The related invention titled “Dynamic Composition of Help Information for an Aggregation of Applications” discloses techniques for aligning the presentation of help information (or other information) with the presentation of content for which help may be requested. Techniques disclosed in this related invention may optionally be used in combination with techniques disclosed herein.

FIG. 2 also illustrates a variety of end user devices 220 accessing the console 200, and applications 260 (which may be supplied from a variety of sources, including third-party content providers) may be represented in the console view using (for example) view elements as depicted at 240 to obtain a common look and feel.

Standard view/model interfaces, such as those provided by the Java 2 Platform, Enterprise Edition (which is commonly referred to as “J2EE”®) are used in preferred embodiments to connect the view elements rendered by portlets to the back-end resources that are being monitored or controlled. Those interfaces may include Java Management Extensions, or “JMX”; Web services; and so forth. (®J2EE is a registered trademark of Sun Microsystems, Inc. in the United States, other countries, or both.)

The content aggregation framework provides a central infrastructure, through which the console is network-accessible, and supports a set of pluggable console modules that provide specific administrative functions. If an enterprise changes its set of installed products, the install packages of new products may add new content to the console framework by plugging in one or more console modules, while uninstall programs of removed products may remove the console modules that were previously plugged into the console for those removed products. This happens without requiring user interaction, in preferred embodiments. Each administrator who accesses the centralized console then sees the revised view, without having to modify that administrator’s workstation.

Using a content framework with plug-ins for selected administrative functions, different IT environments get different console modules plugged into the console framework by installing different sets of products, thereby flexibly tailoring a particular console to the set of resources to be administered and customized by administrators that will be using the centralized console. System integrators (or others) can structure pages to match business processes, and portlets contained in one or more other console modules can be used to create the layout of a particular page. Each administrator is able to organize the view of the selected plug-ins according to his or her preferences using standard portal customization. Accordingly, the content provided by separate products can be combined in new ways, matching the way a particular administrator thinks about the business solution which is being managed. (The typical approach in prior art consoles, by way of contrast, requires the console presentation to match the organization of the products in that business solution, as has been discussed earlier.)
FIG. 3 illustrates an architecture comprising a console framework and a set of console modules that plug into the framework to provide a console 200 with specific administrative capabilities, according to preferred embodiments. As shown therein, a layered approach may be used, and in this example, commercially-available WebSphere® Portal Server (“WPS”) technology 313 and WebSphere Application Server (“WAS”) technology 315 are leveraged for the console. (“WebSphere” is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation, hereinafter “IBM”, in the United States, other countries, or both.) In addition, a set of console services (“CS”) are provided, in preferred embodiments, by a console services layer 311. The portlets in a console module that plugs into this framework to provide a console can use services from all three layers 311, 313, 315 by invoking application programming interfaces (“APIs”) 310, 312, 314 of the respective layers. For example, a portlet can use CS layer 311 for certain console-specific functions; WPS layer 313 for a portlet container and portlet services; and WAS layer 315 for authentication and to interact with various J2EE services for communicating with local and/or remote back-end resources being managed. CS layer 311 can use services 312, 314 from both the WPS layer 313 and WAS layer 315. WPS layer 313 can use services 312 from WAS layer 315. Preferred embodiments may omit functions such as search capabilities and content management capabilities from the portal technology layer 313, thereby requiring a smaller footprint for the console.

A “deploy” command (or analogous command) is preferably used to add console modules to the portal framework of console 200, and FIG. 3 illustrates three representative console modules 320, 321, 322 that may be added in this manner to provide content. These console modules may enable a variety of functions to manage resources. For example, one console module might contain a portlet 320 that renders content after querying a database application; the same or a different console module might contain a portlet 321 to render content pertaining to a Web server supplied by a first vendor; and a different console module might contain a portlet 322 to render content pertaining to a Web server supplied by a second vendor. Portlets 320-322 may be implemented in various ways, where each portlet might be implemented using a Web-based view technology selected from an array that includes (but is not limited to) JavaServer Pages® (“JSPs®”), intent-based marked languages, and so forth. (“JavaServer Pages” and “JSP” are registered trademarks of Sun Microsystems, Inc. in the United States, other countries, or both.) These view technologies are illustrated in FIG. 3 as four representative components 331-334 that may be used with embodiments of the present invention for creating the view in a console, as will now be described.

A set of generic controls or widgets, a Java Server Faces (“JSF”) widget library, and generic scalable graphic widgets (shown generally at 331 in FIG. 3) may be used with embodiments of the present invention, where these controls/widgets may provide functionality such as building tables, tree structures, and charts or graphics for data rendering within a portlet, and so forth.

An abstract UI markup language (“AUIML”) component 332 may be used, with which markup document syntax can be used to specify (inter alia) formatting information that is to be used when rendering content on the console. (AUIML is a language defined by IBM for intent-based user interface specifications. Commonly-assigned U.S. Pat. No. 6,781,609, Ser. No. 09/567,487, filed May 9, 2000, which is entitled “Technique for Flexible Inclusion of Information Items and Various Media Types in a User Interface”, provides a description of the AUIML notation. Reference may be made to this commonly-assigned patent, which is incorporated herein by reference, for more information.)

An “XForms” component 333 may be used with embodiments of the present invention. XForms is a standard from the World Wide Web Consortium (“W3C”), and is intended to provide improvements over the Hypertext Markup Language (“HTML”) for rendering information and performing tasks using Web-based documents. (Refer to the W3C Web page or publications for more information on XForms.) Various component extensions 334 may also be used with embodiments of the present invention. For example, interactions between console modules (via hyperlinks, selectable graphical buttons, and so forth) may be facilitated in this manner.

Since administration of multiple resources is integrated into a single infrastructure, according to preferred embodiments, the present invention enables a single view for controlling an action (such as turning a set of servers on or off, rebooting resources, and so forth) to be shared across different products and systems, even if the systems do not have the same common commands for performing the function. In addition, preferred embodiments allow a number of resources to be selected, so that the same action can be replicated to these multiple resources with one request. A table of servers might be displayed, for example, along with a graphical representation of current status for each of the servers and a means for the administrator to select (e.g., by checking a box or clicking a radio button) one or more of the servers as the target of the action. According to preferred embodiments, these resources may span various systems and may be heterogeneous. For example, software resources developed by a vendor may be viewed alongside software resources developed by other vendors and/or by the enterprise’s own development organization, and actions requested by the administrator on the integrated console may be applied to selected ones of these resources (with any resource-specific interfaces being transparently handled “under the covers” of the console to perform the selected actions). Preferred embodiments leverage standard interfaces such as JMX or Web services, as discussed earlier, where these standard interfaces may be used to provide functionality underlying the console to perform operations such as connecting to a managed resource, issuing commands to a managed resource, and so forth. Accordingly, while the administrator is presented with a consistent and user-friendly task interface that may span a number of managed resources, this underlying functionality preferably bridges between the administrator’s task interface and the interface of each managed resource, such that any resource-specific conversions, translations, or other adaptations are automatically performed, based on the selected task and its target resources.

Embodiments of the present invention provide a view constructed of independently-developed user interface components (such as portlets, when using a portal model for content aggregation) that can be combined together into an administrative function. Instructions written in a markup language, such as XML, are used in preferred embodiments to specify how the console modules are to be arranged into pages. XML instructions may also be used to specify how entries are to be added to a navigation tree which is displayable on the pages. FIG. 4 abstractly illustrates a sample Web page 400, representing an administration console (see title bar 410) that has been constructed in this manner. As shown therein, the page also contains a navigation pane 420, where available tasks are preferably rendered (for example, as text that can be selected to cause execution of the corresponding task), and a work area 430, where content pertaining to a selected task is preferably...
rendered. In the work area 430 of sample page 400, content in four separate sub-areas or cells 441, 451, 461, 471 is arranged in two columns and two rows. FIG. 4 also shows four sample portlets 440, 450, 460, 470 that execute to create the content of these cells. The portlets might use prior art techniques to query the status of hardware devices or software applications, for example, and prior art techniques may be used to create content for rendering in individual ones of the cells to reflect that current status (where techniques of the present invention enable aggregating the cells to provide the administrator with an aggregated view).

FIGS. 5A-5I show a sample XML document 500 of the type that may be used for specifying layout information, according to preferred embodiments. This XML document 500 contains syntax specifying a wide variety of page layout styles, for purposes of illustration. In actual practice, product developers preferably provide default page layouts defining a suggested arrangement of content for their product (and this layout may be modified by the administrator and/or system integrator). As an example of how the XML syntax in document 500 defines a page layout, refer to the sample <page> element at reference number 510. This <page> element 510 has a <page-layout> element 511 containing a single <row> element 512. The content of this row element 512 is a <portlet> tag 513 having an identification 514 of a particular portlet (i.e., as the value of the "ref" attribute) that presumably creates content that is appropriate for rendering in this single-row fashion. The sample <page> element 520 has a <page-layout> element 521 containing a single <row> element 522, and in this case, the <row> element contains two <column> elements 523, 524. In each <column> element, a <portlet> tag identifies the portlet that creates the content to be rendered in that column.

Referring now to sample <page> element 540, syntax that may be used to specify the layout illustrated in work area 430 of FIG. 4 is shown. In this sample, the <page-layout> tag 541 has a single outermost <row> tag 542, which contains two <column> tags 543, 544. Each <column> tag 543, 544 further contains two <row> tags. Within each of these four <row> tags, a portlet identifier is specified (see reference numbers 545, 546, 547, 548), thereby identifying the portlet that will create the content for a particular cell in the four-cell layout thus defined. See the comments at reference number 549, where a graphical representation of the cells represented by <page-layout> element 541 is provided, each cell being identified with a letter that appears in the corresponding portlet identifier. For example, the cell identified as "A" at 549 corresponds to the portlet identifier "com.ibm.isc.samples.layout.A_Portal", which is shown at 545. Thus, the first <column> tag 543 in the XML document 500 represents cells 441, 451 in FIG. 4, and the second <column> tag 544 represents cells 461, 471.

By modifying the XML document that specifies a view layout, the portlets can be arranged into different page groupings, and in particular, can be arranged into groupings that match a business solution deployed in a particular IT environment. Suppose, for example, that the administrator using console 400 decides that the product for which content is rendered at cell 471 is no longer of interest and therefore uninstalls the hardware device or the software application from the administered system. Portlet 470 is no longer relevant. With the present invention, the console is flexibly altered by the uninstall processing to omit portlet 470 from console 400 without requiring any direct reconfiguration by a user. A console 600, as shown in FIG. 6, can therefore be substituted for console 400, where this console 600 retains content cells 441, 461 and (in this example) fills the lower sub-area 451 with content created by portlet 450. (As will be obvious, in an alternative approach, a narrower area might be used for the content created by portlet 450.) Refer to reference number 550 in the XML document 500 of FIG. 5, which shows page layout syntax that may be used for specifying the layout illustrated in FIG. 6.

Alternatively, suppose the administrator decides that different information would be preferable as a replacement for cell 471 of console 400 in FIG. 4. For example, portlet 470 might create output in text format, whereas the administrator prefers to see output for this resource in graphical format. Assuming that another portlet 480 creates this alternative format, a different console 700 as shown in FIG. 7 can be easily created to contain that information at 481 by replacing the <page> element 540 in document 500 with the <page> element 800 shown in FIG. 8. In this sample <page> element 800, the new portlet 480 (which is substituted for portlet 548 of FIG. 5) is identified as "com.ibm.isc.samples.layout.Graphical_Portal". See reference number 810 in FIG. 8.

(Note that the present invention enables portlets in one console module to be reused by other console modules, where a "reusing" module references, in its page definition XML, a portlet or portlets to be reused in that page.)

Turning now to FIGS. 9-13, a scenario is illustrated that shows how an administrator might log on to the administration console of preferred embodiments and then begin to perform various administration tasks. As shown in FIG. 9, a "welcome" page 900 is preferably presented, where this screen requests the administrator to enter his or her credentials, which are referred to herein (by way of illustration but not of limitation) as a user identifier ("ID") 910 and password 920. (Note that use of an aggregated console as disclosed herein may remove the burden placed on administrators by prior art, per-product consoles, where the administrator may be required to remember a distinct user ID and password combination for each of those product-specific consoles. In contrast, a single user ID and password can be used for logging an administrator on to the aggregated console of preferred embodiments.)

Upon entering the user ID 910 and password 920 information and pressing the “Log In” button 930, another page 1000 is presented, in this example scenario. See FIG. 10. In this example, page 1000 lists the tasks that are available in navigation pane 1010, and work area 1020 provides introductory information (which may vary widely among IT environments and therefore has not been illustrated in detail in this example). It may be desirable in some scenarios to provide introductory information of the type illustrated at 1020 only when the administrator first opens the console: subsequently, other page content might be provided instead of the introductory information, such as the last page viewed by this administrator or a preferred start page selected by this administrator. Embodiments of the present invention may therefore be adapted for using conditional logic to determine which page content should be presented.

The tasks in navigation pane 1010 are preferably represented in a conventional tree structure format, where folder icons are used to group tasks together and can be clicked upon to open or close the folder. FIG. 11 therefore shows an example page 1100 which may be presented when the administrator has clicked on the Troubleshooting folder icon 1030 in FIG. 10. As shown in FIG. 11, the icon 1030 is now presented as an opened folder icon 1030' in updated navigation area 1010', and text (shown generally at reference number 1110, in this example) has been added underneath the Troubleshooting entry that specifies several troubleshooting tasks that may be performed. Preferably, each task is pre-
sent in a color and/or font that indicates visually to the administrator that this text is a selectable link. Upon clicking (or otherwise activating) one of these selectable links, a corresponding task will then be launched, and the portlet or portlets corresponding to that task will then render its/their output in the work area 1020.

Suppose that the administrator clicks on the Logs and Traces link 1120 in FIG. 11. The contents of work area 1020 may then be replaced by content illustrated at 1200 in FIG. 12. As shown therein, a first portlet may generate a selection area 1210 that enables the administrator to select from among a list of resources for which logs or traces can be presented, and a second portlet may then generate content pertaining to the selected resource(s) and render that content in view area 1220. In this sample content view 1200, the resource selection portlet corresponding to reference number 1210 requests the administrator to select from among a plurality of defined systems (see reference number 1211) and then to select a server defined on the selected system (see reference number 1212). Upon selecting a system and server, a portlet is then executed (in this example) that presents the current log settings that have been configured for that system and server. See reference number 1220, where a representation of sample log settings is presented. The sample rendering at 1220 presents the path name 1221 where various log files for this resource are being stored, and a Browse button 1222 may be presented to enable the administrator to easily launch a task to browse the file system for other log files. FIG. 13 provides a sample view 1300 that results, in this example, from pressing the Browse button 1222. This view 1300 is created by a portlet associated with the browse task, and enables the administrator to browse folders on a managed system and select a log file as the target file for specific types of messages. In view 1300, the administrator may select to see the logs available in a specific folder by activating the link at 1310 or the link at 1311. In the example of FIG. 13, the link at 1310 has been activated, and a portlet then executes to render a representation 1320 of each available log file that has been created for the resource selected at 1211 and 1212 in FIG. 12. See, generally, the Filename column 1322, where names of the available log files are presented. The administrator may then select a log file, for example by using the radio buttons in the Select column 1321 and selecting the “OK” button.

Role-based or permission-based filtering is preferably provided by embodiments of the present invention, thereby ensuring that an administrator sees only the administrative functions that he or she is entitled to perform. For example, when user “admin” logs on to the console using the page depicted at reference number 900 in FIG. 9, embodiments of the present invention preferably consult previously-stored permission information to determine which tasks this particular administrator has permission (i.e., authority) to perform. Alternatively, a role associated with this user ID may be determined, and permissions associated with that role may be used to determine the administrator’s authorized tasks. Or, group-level roles or permissions may be used, whereby a group of which this administrator is a member is determined (for example, using the provided user ID) and the tasks made available to this administrator are limited to the tasks for which members of that group are authorized. (The manner in which permissions, roles, and/or groups can be determined using a user ID is well known in the art, and therefore will not be discussed in detail herein.)

FIG. 14 illustrates a result of this filtering approach, where in this example, screen 1400 is identical to screen 1000 of FIG. 10 except that the selectable task groups “Resources”, “Security”, “Environment”, and “Systems Administration” have been omitted from navigation pane 1410. For example, with reference to omission of the Security task group, this may indicate that the present administrator is not authorized to view or alter security-related information. Or, it might indicate that this administrator has defined preferences that filter the Security task group so that it is not displayed in his or her navigation pane. Similarly, it may be that those tasks represent console functionality that the IT organization does not wish to utilize: by not including the task group on the navigation pane, access to the function is effectively removed for this IT organization’s administrators, and the administrators’ awareness of the function is also removed (unlike prior art consoles, where inaccessible functions may continue to be shown to administrators).

Other forms of filtering and searching can be used to modify the displayed navigation tree in navigation pane 1410. For example, an administrator may want to see a configured set of favorites, or all the pages associated with managing a particular server, or all the pages associated with a particular class of server tasks. Some of the filtering criteria may be included as attributes in the XML syntax that defines the page layout. (See the discussion of FIG. 26, below, for an example of this approach.) Other criteria may be derived in other ways, such as from a context associated with the current page. Thus, for example, a portlet on the page might allow the administrator to select a certain set of resources, and by pressing a button rendered on the portlet view, the navigation tree might be refreshed with navigation elements corresponding to the selected set of resources.

FIG. 15 illustrates how an embodiment of the present invention may be used to apply an action to heterogeneous resources. As shown therein in view 1500, a navigation pane 1510 presents a number of tasks that can be selected, and in this case, the Databases task folder 1511 has been expanded. Work area 1520 may present information such as a welcome to the administrator and/or general instructions for task selection/usage. Suppose that the administrator selects the “Test Connections” task 1512 that is available within the Databases task folder, indicating that he or she would like to test connections to one or more databases. Work area 1520 may then be replaced with content pertaining to that task, as shown by the sample content in FIG. 16 at 1600. In this example, the administrator is first presented with a “Test Connections” portlet view 1600 that includes a list 1611 identifying the available databases (as determined by a portlet which is responsible for making that determination, in preferred embodiments), enabling the administrator to select one or more databases of interest. Suppose that two databases are available, as shown in list 1611 (using two sample database identifiers), and that the administrator selects both of those databases. (Preferably, the administrator clicks on a representation of each resource of interest in order to select that resource when using various views in the console.) Further suppose, in this example, that the first database is a relational database and the second database is a directory database, and that the command used to test the connection to the relational database is different from the command used to test the connection to the directory database. Notably, view 1600 does not require the administrator to provide command syntax, or to learn command syntax that varies from one type of resource to another. Instead, the administrator simply selects the database by clicking on a rendering of its name or other identifying information (where this name or identifying information is preferably created when the database is configured, such that each database can be easily and uniquely identified). Portlets deployed according to the present invention mask these database-specific details from the adminis-
tractor, thereby increasing efficiency and reducing user errors and confusion. Connections to back-end systems (such as database systems) may be provided, in one approach, using management beans created with JMX; in another approach, Web services technology may be invoked. In either case, the processing occurs transparently to the administrator.

List 1611 also shows how an action (discussed below with reference to graphical button 1612, in this example) can be easily applied to multiple resources, even though those resources are not homogeneous.

Consoles according to the present invention preferably provide one or more graphical controls, such as buttons, that can be activated to enable the administrator to apply an action to selected resources. Thus, in the example of FIG. 16, a “Test Connection” button 1612 is provided in view 1610, with which the administrator signals that selection of the databases in list 1611 is complete and that the connection test (i.e., the portlet functionality associated with this button) should begin. The content in portlet view 1630 is dynamically rendered, responsive to the selection made in portlet view 1610. In this example, view 1630 requests the administrator to provide his or her user ID and password for each selected database, where this information can be used to determine whether the administrator is authorized to issue commands to each selected database. See columns 1631 and 1632. This example also presents a “Test” button 1634, to be activated by the administrator after the user ID and password information has been entered, thereby triggering the test itself. A “Results” column 1633 is also presented, where results of the connection test to each database are preferably presented upon completion of the connection tests.

In preferred embodiments, a separate portlet may be deployed to log the administrator on to each of the selected databases, and each portlet may verify the user ID and password for its associated database. Or, other techniques (such as the WebSphere Portal server credential vault) may be used to minimize the need for the administrator to log on to back-end resources. Separate portlets may also be deployed to perform the connection test to each of the selected databases, and to then render a result (such as “Successful” or “Failed”) in the Results column 1633. A “Failed” result may include links to other tasks to help resolve the cause of the failure, such as starting a stopped server or database. The content aggregation techniques disclosed herein enable specifying these various portlets that underlie the content views, and how those portlets interact with one another. For example, a portlet may be deployed that accepts the user’s selections from list 1611 and that contains conditional logic to invoke different user-authentication portlets, depending on a programmatically-determined type of each selected database. Those user-authentication portlets then preferably identify their log-on requirements for presentation in view 1630 (in this example). Alternatively, the credentials may be retrieved from a credential vault and pre-populated in the view. Upon receiving the user ID and password, separate database-specific verifications may be performed by the portlets for the selected databases, after which results thereof are preferably returned for rendering in column 1633 as part of the consolidated view 1630. The administrator, however, perceives the separate verifications (i.e., authentications) as a single action, where aggregated view 1630 consolidates the administrator’s perception of the separate back-end processes that are to be performed (and a single heading 1640 is preferably used to describe the action to be performed). Note further that these back-end processes are dynamically identified, depending on which resources the administrator selects from a representation such as that illustrated at reference number 1611.

FIGS. 17-18 provide another example showing how the flexible configurability of embodiments of the present invention allows advantageous customization. In this example, the customization pertains to selection of a particular type of view element. In FIG. 17, a tabular representation 1710 is used in page 1700 to present current status of a selection of resources. Assume, for purposes of illustration, that a portlet has been deployed that creates this tabular representation, and that an alternative portlet is available to present analogous information using a graphical approach in a network topology chart. The present invention enables this alternative representation to be rendered simply by altering an XML document that identifies which of these portlets renders content into this page 1700. Table 1710 can thus be replaced by network topology chart 1810 in FIG. 18, if desired. (Refer to the discussion of FIGS. 5 and 8, above, which explain how one portlet can be easily substituted for another by modifying an XML document.) In addition, a console module that does not contain portlets might be made available in some circumstances. For example, a console module may be created with the same page content definition except that a static image or other content source may be substituted for the portlet. The administrator may then be allowed to choose among the page definitions.

Turning now to FIGS. 19-25, flowcharts are provided depicting logic that may be used when implementing embodiments of the present invention. FIG. 19 depicts logic for creating a console module. In Block 1900, a console module is initialized. Block 1905 tests to see whether there are any new portlets for this console module. If not, control transfers to Block 1915; otherwise, at Block 1910, the new portlets are added to the initialized console module.

Block 1915 obtains the desired list of pages for this console module. The desired list might be determined, for example, by a content designer or a solution designer such as a system integrator. In Block 1920, the first page from this list is obtained, and a page definition is created for that page at Block 1925. In preferred embodiments, the page definition is created using XML syntax, and includes a specification of the page title and its navigation elements for placement in a navigation pane. The page definition may also include a specification of access rights (e.g., identifiers of the users and/or user groups who are authorized to access tasks from this page) and/or filtering criteria keywords that can be compared to administrator preferences. See the discussion of FIG. 26, below, for more information on how this information might be provided in a sample XML document.

The portlets to be included on this page are then determined (Block 1930). As stated earlier, embodiments of the present invention allow creating layouts for pages/tasks using portlets that are in that particular console module as well as portlets that are provided in other console modules. Block 1930 may therefore use portlets located in various modules. Block 1935 adds one of these portlets to the XML specification of the page definition. (See, for example, reference numbers 513, 514 in FIG. 5A, where the “ref” attribute of a <portlet> tag identifies a portlet included in a page layout 510.) In Block 1945, row/column or other appropriate layout data is added to the portlet information. (In the example in FIG. 5A, a <row> element 512 is used for the <portlet> tag 513 specified in this <page-layout> element 511.) Other types of layout data might include tables, charts, graphs, and so forth.

Block 1945 tests to see whether all portlets in the portlet list obtained at Block 1930 have now been processed. If not, control returns to Block 1935 to begin processing another of the portlets. When all portlets have been added to the page
definition, similar processing is preferably performed for the Help content that is to be provided with this page. Block 1950 therefore indicates that Help information for the page is added to the console module.

Block 1955 then obtains the next page (if any) to be added to this console module. If there are no more pages to add, then the test in Block 1960 has a positive result (i.e., processing of the page list obtained at Block 1915 is at the end), and at Block 1965, the page definition is packaged in one file that pertains to a particular console module. This iteration of the logic of FIG. 19 then exits (Block 1970). Otherwise, when more pages are still to be processed (i.e., when the test in Block 1960 has a negative result), control returns from Block 1960 to Block 1925, where creation of the page definition for that page begins.

Notably, a system integrator can use the approach shown in FIG. 19 to create new pages for business processes using portlets from a range of console modules. A console module that provides a rearranged view of a previously-defined console module might then contain only help and page layout syntax, for example, while referring to content-creating portlets in another console module.

FIG. 20 depicts logic describing installation of a product (or other resource) that includes one or more console modules. A number of prior art install steps may be performed (Block 2000), and installation processing that pertains to the present invention then begins (Block 2005) by checking to see if a console framework is already installed. If it is, then control transfers to Block 2015; otherwise, the console framework is installed (Block 2010), preferably using prior art techniques.

At Block 2015, a console module for this product is deployed to the console. (Refer to the discussion of FIG. 21, below, where this is described in more detail.) Block 2020 then checks to see if there are more console modules for this product. If so, the processing of Blocks 2015-2020 is repeated until all console modules have been deployed. Any remaining prior art product installation steps are then performed (Block 2025) to complete the product installation. In this manner, content in the console grows dynamically. (Similarly, content in the console may shrink dynamically during an uninstall, which preferably proceeds in an analogous manner to that of the install process shown in FIG. 20.)

FIG. 21 provides a flowchart illustrating logic that may be used when a console module is deployed. The XML page definition is parsed (Block 2100), thereby determining the list of pages for this module, the associated navigation entries to be used in a navigation pane of the console, and any specified access rights and/or filtering criteria keywords. Block 2105 obtains a page from the list, along with its navigation entry descriptors, access rights, and/or filtering criteria keywords, and at Block 2110, a list of the portlets for this page is inserted into a portlet repository and the page information and layout information for the page are preferably inserted into a page repository. (Refer to FIG. 5 for examples of how various layout styles might be specified for portlet content to be rendered.) The navigation element obtained in Block 2105 is then added to a navigation list (Block 2115), and at Block 2120, the access rights and/or filtering criteria keyword information (if provided) is preferably added to a table or other repository that stores authorization/filtering information for use in determining whether the task will be presented as a selectable choice to particular administrators. Block 2125 then checks to see if the list of pages obtained in Block 2100 has been completely processed. If not, control returns to Block 2105 to begin processing another of the page definitions for this module; otherwise, this iteration of the logic in FIG. 21 exits (Block 2130).

FIG. 22 illustrates how an administrator's log-on request may be processed, providing a role/permission-specific aggregated view. (Refer also to the discussion of FIG. 9, above, regarding the log-on process.) In Block 2200, the log-on request is received. In preferred embodiments, this corresponds to receiving a request for the Web-accessible console (e.g., by receiving a Hypertext Transfer Protocol, or “HTTP”, request message that specifies a Uniform Resource Locator, or “URL”, identifying the console). In response, a log-on page is returned and rendered (Block 2205), preferably using a client-side browser or similar application. Block 2210 indicates that the administrator's user ID and password are obtained, and in Block 2215, a test is made to determine whether that information identifies an authorized administrator. Techniques for validating a user ID and password are well known, and are not discussed in detail herein. If this test has a negative result, then control may return to Block 2210 (e.g., to provide another opportunity for entering a valid user ID/password combination); or, processing may exit from FIG. 22, preventing the unauthorized administrator from using the console. Otherwise, when the test in Block 2215 has a positive result, then processing continues at Block 2220.

In Block 2220, the role/permission information associated with the entered user ID/password is used to determine the tasks for which this administrator is authorized. A console presenting those tasks is then rendered (Block 2225), as described in more detail below with reference to FIG. 25. (See also FIG. 23, where a flowchart is provided depicting logic that may be used to create a navigation pane customized to this administrator's access rights and/or filtering preferences. FIG. 26 provides a sample page definition document where access rights and filtering criteria have been specified as design-time information.)

The administrator may then select a task (Block 2230), for example by making a selection from a navigation pane (or from another displayed view, such as a work area, where a task selection portlet may underlie this view according to preferred embodiments). The task corresponding to that selection is then invoked (Block 2235), and if appropriate, the view may be updated responsive to the task execution (Block 2240). For example, if the task requests information retrieval, such as a status query to be executed for selected resources, then the console may be updated at Block 2240 to present the retrieved information. (The flowchart in FIG. 24 provides more information about building an aggregated page, responsive to selecting a task, and is discussed below.)

Block 2245 then tests to see whether the administrator has finished executing tasks (where this may be indicated, for example, by pressing a “Logout” button). If so, then the processing of FIG. 22 exits (Block 2250); otherwise, control returns to Block 2230 to await the administrator's next task selection.

FIG. 23 illustrates how a navigation tree may be dynamically created, according to preferred embodiments, to depict entries only for those tasks for which the present administrator is an authorized user. In addition, filtering criteria (which may be administrator-specific preferences) may be used to further customize the navigation tree. Or, an implementation of the present invention may be adapted to support customization according to either of these techniques individually. (Refer to the description of Block 2320 and also of FIG. 26, below, for more information on using filters.)

In Block 2300, the list of tasks or pages currently plugged in to the console is determined. Block 2305 obtains the next
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task from this list, and Block 2310 checks to see if this task list is already at the end. If so, then control transfers to Block 2330, where the navigation pane that has been constructed is rendered, and processing then exits from FIG. 23 (Block 2335); otherwise, processing continues at Block 2315.

Block 2315 checks to see if this administrator is allowed to perform this task. (Preferably, the access rights information described above with reference to Blocks 2100 and 2120 is used in this operation.) If the administrator is not authorized, then control returns to Block 2305 to obtain the next task from the task list. Otherwise, processing continues at Block 2320, which checks to see if the task’s attributes match any currently-active filtering criteria. For example, a particular administrator might specify filtering criteria such as “only database functions” or “only tasks associated with Server X”, thereby limiting entries rendered in the navigation tree to a manageable, useful set (as determined by the administrator). Filtering criteria keywords may be specified in the XML page definition syntax for a page, as a type of page attribute, as discussed in more detail below with reference to the example in FIG. 26. The filtering criteria keywords associated with each page is/are preferably stored in a table or other repository (e.g., during the processing of Block 2110 of FIG. 21), and a particular administrator may define the keywords of interest as administrator-specific preferences. Accordingly, the test in Block 2320 compares keywords/attributes associated with this task to the currently-active filtering preferences. If there is a match, then processing continues at Block 2325; otherwise, control returns to Block 2305 to begin evaluating the next task.

Upon reaching Block 2325, the task is one for which the administrator is authorized, and for which the currently-active filtering preferences are matched. Block 2325 therefore adds this task to the navigation tree for the console, and control then returns to Block 2305 to process the next task (if any).

FIG. 24 depicts logic that may be used to build an aggregated page for rendering to the administrator, and provides more detail regarding Blocks 2235-2240 of FIG. 22. When the administrator selects a task, an identifier associated with that task is obtained (Block 2400) and used to retrieve an associated page definition (Block 2405). For example, with reference to the page definition 500 in FIG. 5, if the administrator double-clicked on a rendering of the text “One Row” in a navigation pane, this text might represent a task that renders its content in a single-row format by invoking a portlet having the identifier shown at reference number 514 in FIG. 5A, and the page definition defined at reference number 510 might therefore be retrieved responsive to selection of the “One Row” text.

Block 2410 then obtains the list of portlets in this page definition, along with details specifying their layout. This information is used in Block 2415 to construct a layout for the page, and the portlets are then invoked at Block 2420. As discussed in more detail with reference to FIG. 25, the portlets are invoked in the order in which they are specified in the page definition, thereby creating content that will be used to fill in the slots of this layout.

FIG. 25 provides further details pertaining to the presentation of a console view having an aggregation of content from one or more portlets. As shown therein, the first portlet to be represented within a view is determined (Block 2500). Preferably, this comprises evaluating syntax in the XML document that specifies the portlet(s) for a selected view. For example, if the view to be presented has a unique identifier, or “uid” value of “com.ibm.isc.samples.layout.2cols2rows_pg”, which appears as an attribute of the

<page> tag shown at reference number 540 in FIG. 5, then the first portlet (in this example) has the identifier “com.ibm.isc.samples.layout_A_Portal”. See the <portlet> tag at reference number 545.

Block 2505 makes a dynamic determination as to whether this portlet is available. Embodiments of the present invention enable specifying a page layout where some functionality represented therein may or may not be available in a particular implementation—or the present administrator may or may not be authorized to use some of the specified functionality. Accordingly, the test in Block 2505 has a positive result if the portlet is available for use by this administrator. In that case, processing continues at Block 2510, which indicates that this portlet is invoked. The content created by the portlet's execution is then inserted into the current slot of the aggregated view (Block 2515). Each portlet’s content may be added to a table widget, for example. (For reference number 545, the content of the first portlet is used for the upper left cell in a layout having two columns and two rows, as discussed above with reference to FIG. 5.) Processing then continues to Block 2520, which is discussed below.

As mentioned with reference to Block 2505, a page layout may specify portlets that are not currently available in a particular IT environment. Preferred embodiments of the present invention enable programmatically learning of new portlets that are available for rendering content into the aggregated console, including such previously-unavailable portlets. For example, if products are added to an existing IT environment, a console as disclosed herein may automatically incorporate content from one or more console modules that are deployed during installation of those products. Preferably, the content aggregation techniques use conditional logic to search in the portlet repository for the portlets defined in the page definitions to determine whether references to specified portlets can be completed, and if not, the corresponding view area is left empty (or, in an optional aspect, this area may be made available for content of other portlets which are currently available). When a referenced portlet subsequently becomes available, its content can then be automatically merged into the aggregated view, according to the page definition. Use of content aggregation techniques, as disclosed herein, enables this automatic merging to occur in ways not necessarily envisioned by the content developers. (Note that entries in the navigation pane may also be updated dynamically to reflect availability of portlets providing new or additional tasks. See the discussion of FIG. 23.)

Returning to the discussion of FIG. 25, Block 2520 obtains the identifier of the next portlet to be invoked for the selected view, if any, and Block 2525 tests to see whether the page definition is at its end (in which case a portlet identifier was not found by Block 2520). Again referring to reference number 540, it can be seen that there is another <portlet> tag 546, and thus the test in Block 2525 has a negative result. Accordingly, control then returns to Block 2505, which checks to see if that portlet is available. (As will be obvious, the portlets may be invoked without waiting for a previously-invoked portlet to complete its execution; FIG. 25 depicts a sequential invocation for ease of illustration.)

When the test in Block 2505 has a negative result, then a portlet that is specified in the page layout syntax for this view is not available for rendering content to be aggregated into the view. Accordingly, that portlet’s view area may be left empty, or may be reused by other portlets, as discussed above. (See, also, the discussion of FIG. 6.) Control therefore transfers from Block 2505 to Block 2520, which checks to see if other portlets are specified for this view (effectively skipping over the reference to the unavailable portlet).
When the test in Block 2525 determines that there are no more portlets specified for this view (i.e., the test has a positive result), processing continues at Block 2530, where the aggregated view resulting from invocation of the available portlets is rendered. Control then returns to the invoking logic (Block 2535), where the administrator may (if desired) perform further interactions with this view.

Turning now to FIG. 26, a sample markup language document 2600 is provided to illustrate how navigation elements, access rights, and filtering criteria keywords may be specified. Each of these will now be described in more detail with reference to the provided sample document.

In sample document 2600, two highest-level entries 2610, 2620 for a navigation pane are defined. These entries 2610, 2620 may be considered as folder-type entries, in that they serve as containers for other lower-level entries. For example, the value of the <title> element in entry 2610 is “view”; and the value of the <title> element in entry 2620 is “admin_assets”. These text strings are preferably rendered in a tree-structured navigation pane as siblings. The “view” entry has been defined with a single child element titled “license”; see reference number 2615. The “admin_assets” entry has a single child element titled “inventory” 2625, which in turn has four child elements titled “userid” 2635, “address” 2645, “location” 2655, and “users” 2665. See FIG. 27 for a sample navigation pane 2700 containing these entries.

Note that the page definition syntax provided in document 2600 for each of the leaf nodes 2615, 2635, 2645, 2655, 2665 of the tree-structured navigation pane includes a specification of at least one portlet that is to be invoked when the administrator selects the task associated with that leaf node (e.g., by double-clicking on the text of an entry from navigation pane 2700).

Sample document 2600 also illustrates one way in which access rights may be specified in a page definition document. An <access-control> element is used, in this example syntax, to identify roles of users who are permitted to access pages or groups of pages. See reference numbers 2612, 2622, 2662. Reference number 2612 indicates that users having a role of “Administrator” are permitted to invoke the page titled “license” 2615. Reference number 2622 indicates that users having a role of either “User” or “Administrator” are permitted to invoke the page titled “admin_assets” 2621 (which is a folder containing lower-level tasks, as shown in FIG. 27). In each case, a <role> tag includes a “permit” attribute that has, as its value, a group name for the role that is permitted to access the task. As an alternative, the <role> tags in element 2662 may be used to override the role information specified at 2622. In this example, element 2662 specifies that users in the “Administrator” role are permitted to have access to the “user” page (and its associated portlet 2668), while users in the “User” role are excluded from accessing this page. (For example, this access rights information may be designed to prevent end users from modifying specifications of users and their roles.)

Filtering criteria keywords are illustrated in sample document 2600 at reference numbers 2618, 2623, and 2628. A <keyword> attribute is used, in this approach, to specify one or more filtering criteria values that are to be associated with a page or group of pages. Accordingly, the attribute value “security” at reference number 2618 indicates that the “license” choice 2615 should be rendered only for administrators when “security” is an active filtering preference. The comma-separated list “lan, security” specified at reference number 2623 indicates that the “admin_assets” node and its children are only to be rendered for administrators when either “lan” or “security” is an active filtering preference, and the value “lan” at reference number 2628 indicates that the “inventory” node and its children should only be rendered for administrators when the active filtering criteria indicate that this administrator is interested in tasks having the keyword “lan”. As will be obvious, this is merely one approach that may be used for specifying filtering criteria keywords.

Optionally, an embodiment of the present invention may be adapted for using wild cards, whereby a particular administrator may specify that he or she is interested in viewing all tasks without regard to the keywords associated with any particular task. Or, in another approach, the absence of filtering criteria associated with an administrator may be implemented as if a wild card approach was specified. When using a wild card approach, administrators are not required to know the keywords, or to specifically configure preferences, to enable selectable representations of tasks to be rendered.

In another approach, a customization page might be rendered whereby the administrator is presented with selectable keywords, as defined in one or more pages for which this administrator is an authorized user, to assist the administrator in choosing filtering criteria that can be used to limit the entries in a navigation page to a useful subset.

As has been demonstrated, the present invention defines advantageous techniques for creating and deploying administration consoles. Techniques disclosed herein may be used in a variety of scenarios to provide aggregated content, and a number of such scenarios have been depicted in the examples presented herein. Portlets rendered when using embodiments of the present invention may perform operations that include, but are not limited to, querying resources and/or altering the state of those resources (where the state may be altered, for example, by issuing commands to a resource, such as starting or stopping one or more servers or other devices). A number of different resources have been discussed herein, by way of illustration but not of limitation. Embodiments of the present invention may be used advantageously with an arbitrarily wide range of objects, limited only by the availability of computer-accessible management interfaces for those objects.

Prior art portal and portlet techniques enable constructing a view that presents a single instance of a managed resource within a particular area of the console. Techniques of the present invention, on the other hand, enable each area of the console to represent more than one managed resource, as has been described.

Prior art consoles known to the inventors suffer drawbacks of the type which have been discussed earlier. For example, the prior art consoles are typically “installed consoles” and are not user-customizable, and disadvantages thereof have been discussed. In addition, some prior art consoles are operating-system specific and/or do not leverage standards-based interfaces. As a result, code that is developed for these consoles is often not portable, and the prior art console may therefore be very limited in its adaptability. As a result, development and maintenance costs are increased in this prior art approach, as contrasted to the reusable console modules (which may be combined in different ways for different views) made possible when using the present invention.

Consoles based on a pluggable model are commercially available that use the Microsoft Management Console (“MMC”) from Microsoft Corporation, and allow independently-developed management content to be snapped in. However, these consoles are operating-system specific and operate as installed consoles. To the best of the present inventors’ knowledge and belief, such consoles do not allow end users or system integrators to rearrange the content in solution-specific ways.
WebSphere Systems Console ("WSC"), a commercially-available product of IBM, provides a Web- and J2EE-based console, but techniques disclosed herein go considerably further in terms of extensibility and flexibility. For example, content modules added to WSC allow attaching tasks at various points in the console using an extended Eclipse plug-in model. Although WSC allows extension console modules to be installed and uninstalled to form a solution, the module install/uninstall cannot be performed while the console application is running (i.e., dynamically, as is possible in the present invention). Furthermore, WSC does not enable end users or system integrators to rearrange content in completely new ways. In addition, an embodiment of the present invention may provide a console that has, within the same display infrastructure, content from other end user applications which are not related to administration. For example, a user may configure his or her administration console to also contain a view of real-time stock quotes (or other user-selected content) when using the present invention. No prior art consoles are known to provide this degree of flexibility and adaptability.

The IBM Console, a commercially-available component included in several products of IBM, is a proprietary (i.e., non-standards-based) approach to an integrated console, and provides an integrated user experience across product boundaries with the intent of consolidating content and providing tighter integration between products along with a consistent user interface. This IBM Console aims to let users accomplish tasks without having to interact with many consoles, products, or servers directly. However, this IBM Console does not enable aggregating content onto a single page, and does not enable end users or system integrators to rearrange content in completely new ways, in contrast to the present invention. Furthermore, the IBM Console does not provide a solution based upon industry standards, in contrast to an embodiment of the present invention.

Optionally, an embodiment of the present invention may be adapted for generating the console as either a Web-based console or an installed console (where this decision may be made, for example, by interrogating the value of a configured parameter).

As will be appreciated by one of skill in the art, embodiments of techniques of the present invention may be provided as methods, systems, or computer program products. Preferably, an implementation of techniques of the present invention is provided in software, although implementations provided in hardware or firmware, or combinations of software with hardware and/or firmware, are also within the scope of the present invention. Furthermore, an implementation of techniques of the present invention may take the form of a computer program product which is embodied on one or more computer-readable storage media (including, but not limited to, disk storage, CD-ROM, optical storage, and so forth) having computer-readable program code embodied therein.

The present invention has been described with reference to flowchart illustrations and/or block diagrams of methods, apparatus (systems), and computer program products according to embodiments of the invention. It will be understood that each block of the flowchart illustrations and/or block diagrams, and combinations of blocks in the flowchart illustrations and/or block diagrams, can be implemented by computer program instructions. These computer program instructions may be provided to a processor of a general purpose computer, special purpose computer, embedded processor, or other programmable data processing apparatus to produce a machine, such that the instructions, which execute via the processor of the computer or other programmable data processing apparatus, create means for implementing the functions specified in the flowchart and/or block diagram block or blocks.

These computer program instructions may also be stored in a computer-readable memory that can direct a computer or other programmable data processing apparatus to function in a particular manner, such that the instructions stored in the computer-readable memory produce an article of manufacture including instruction means which implement the function specified in the flowchart and/or block diagram block or blocks.

The computer program instructions may also be loaded onto a computer or other programmable data processing apparatus to cause a series of operational steps to be performed on the computer or other programmable apparatus to produce a computer-implemented process such that the instructions which execute on the computer or other programmable apparatus provide steps for implementing the functions specified in the flowchart and/or block diagram block or blocks.

While preferred embodiments of the present invention have been described, additional variations and modifications in those embodiments may occur to those skilled in the art once they learn of the basic inventive concepts. Therefore, it is intended that the appended claims shall be construed to include preferred embodiments and all such variations and modifications as fall within the spirit and scope of the invention.

What is claimed is:

1. A system for building an administration console as a network-accessible application in a networking environment, comprising:

   a computer comprising a processor; and

   instructions stored on at least one computer-readable medium, wherein the processor is adapted to carry out the instructions, the instructions configured to implement functions comprising:

   for each of a plurality of resources to be administered using the administration console, programmatically and dynamically tailoring the administration console to the plurality of resources to be administered thereby, further comprising:

   responsive to deployment of each one of the resources in the networking environment, programmatically plugging in, to a content aggregation framework for building the administration console while the content aggregation framework is executing, at least one console module comprising functionality for administering that one of the resources in the networking environment; and

   responsive to undeployment of any one of the resources in the networking environment, programmatically unplugging, from the content aggregation framework while the content aggregation framework is executing, each console module previously plugged in to the content aggregation framework for that one of the resources;

   for each of the programmatically plugged in console modules, dynamically adding, to a navigation pane in a view rendered in a displayed page of the administration console, each of at least one selectable entry associated with that console module, wherein the selectable entries in the navigation pane are defined in a markup language document corresponding to each of the plugged-in console modules and represent selectable links to tasks that are invocable for admin-
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registering the resources to be administered with the administration console; and

responsive to selection of one of the selectable entries in

the navigation pane, invoking the corresponding task and rendering a view, on the administration console,

comprising content created responsive to the invoked task, according to layout information associated with

the selected entry by the console module with which the selected entry is associated.

2. The system according to claim 1, the instructions further configured to implement functions comprising suppressing the programmatically adding for any one of the at least one selectable entries for which a run-time lookup determines that an in-vocable implementation thereof is not available, thereby preventing an attempt to invoke that one of the at least one selectable entries.

3. The system according to claim 1, wherein the content aggregation framework is a portal and the selectable entries correspond to portlets.

4. A computer program product for building an administration console as a network-accessible application in a networking environment, the computer program product embodied on one or more non-transitory computer-readable storage media and comprising computer-readable program code for:

for each of a plurality of resources to be administered using the administration console, programmatically and dynamically tailoring the administration console to the plurality of resources to be administered therewith, further comprising:

responsive to deployment of each one of the resources in the networking environment, programmatically plugging in, to a content aggregation framework for building the administration console while the content aggregation framework is executing, at least one console module comprising functionality for administering that one of the resources in the networking environment; and

responsive to undeployment of any one of the resources in the networking environment, programmatically un-plugging, from the content aggregation framework while the content aggregation framework is executing, each console module previously plugged in to the content aggregation framework for that one of the resources;

for each of the programmatically plugged in console modules, dynamically adding, to a navigation pane in a view rendered in a displayed page of the administration console, each of at least one selectable entry associated with that console module, wherein the selectable entries in the navigation pane are defined in a markup language document corresponding to each of the plugged-in console modules and represent selectable links to tasks that are in-vocable for administering the resources to be administered with the administration console; and

responsive to selection of one of the selectable entries in the navigation pane, invoking the corresponding task and rendering a view, on the administration console, comprising content created responsive to the invoked task, according to layout information associated with the selected entry by the console module with which the selected entry is associated.

5. The computer program product according to claim 4, further comprising computer-readable program code for suppressing the programmatically adding for any one of the at least one selectable entries for which a run-time lookup determines that an in-vocable implementation thereof is not available, thereby preventing an attempt to invoke that one of the at least one selectable entries.

6. The computer program product according to claim 4, wherein the content aggregation framework is a portal and the selectable entries correspond to portlets.

* * * * *